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For our own convenience we replace a notation by . And we get;
We did the same for remaining four regions and we get
V 4 = Hx + J (7)
In this calculation we represent the conductivity of different regions with .
σ
As the figure above shows the biological cell replica when we join region 2 & 4 and 3 & 5 circularly then they form cell membrane and cell exterior (cell medium) respectively that is why in these regions the conductivity is same which shows:
As we have ten unknowns so the ten boundary conditions are
Did same for remaining 
By equation (i)(ii)(4) to (8)
Putting (9) in (14) σ 1
Putting (10) in (13) 
Putting (11a) & (14a) in (12)
A .a + A.
Now all the unknown variables are: 
